Rackspace Inheritable Security Controls, Powered by Xacta

Get FedRAMP authorized in as little as three months, with cost savings of up to 70%.

Rackspace Inheritable Security Controls (RISC), powered by Xacta®, is a turnkey, collaborative approach to FedRAMP compliance and authorization for systems integrators (SIs) and independent software vendors (ISVs), offering three clear steps to affordable FedRAMP compliance.

Currently, Rackspace is one of only 36 FedRAMP Joint Authorization Board (JAB) solutions providers. Leveraging the power of FedRAMP inheritance and existing Rackspace Authorization to Operate (ATO) status, RISC customers achieve their own federal ATOs in a fraction of the time it normally takes, with cost savings of up to 70%, compared to hiring hourly consultants.

With the RISC program, adding a FedRAMP-authorized solution to your portfolio is achievable in three easy steps. Rackspace is your trusted government solutions partner, from business case through ATO.

Key Benefits

When you get FedRAMP authorized with Rackspace, you gain benefits that help your organization accelerate operations and gain significant savings. Benefits include:

- Uncovering major hurdles before you make serious time and resource commitments
- End-to-end support through the entire FedRAMP process
- Open, conversational dialogue with subject matter experts throughout the process
- Maintaining your ATO through continuous monitoring
- Understanding your immediate and ongoing requirements
- Use of Xacta 360 from Telos Corporation to automate compliance documentation

It’s as easy as 1-2-3. Sign up now for info on the upcoming RISC workshop:
https://www.rackspace.com/fedramp/workshop

Three clear steps to affordable FedRAMP compliance

Workshop
Gap Assessment
FedRAMP Security-as-a-Service

About Rackspace

Rackspace is your trusted partner across cloud, applications, security, data and infrastructure.

- A leader in the 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional and Managed Services, Worldwide
- 3,000+ cloud experts
- One of only 36 FedRAMP Joint Authorization Board (JAB) solutions providers

Contact Us

1-800-961-2888
GovOps@rackspace.com
https://www.rackspace.com/fedramp

Government Headquarters
1902 Campus Commons Dr., Suite 510
Reston, VA 20191